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Abstract: Nanoelectronic Tools for Brain Science
Nanoscale materials enable unique opportunities at the interface between the physical and life
sciences, for example, by integrating nanoelectronic devices with cells and/or tissue to make
possible communication at the length scales relevant to biological function. In this presentation,
I will overview a new paradigm for seamlessly merging nanoelectronic arrays and circuits with
the brain in three-dimensions (3D), syringeinjectable mesh electronics. First, the design
and properties of the mesh electronics with
micrometer feature sizes and effective
bending stiffness values similar to neurons
and neural tissue will be described. Second, I
will describe quantitative time-dependent
histology studies demonstrating the absence
of a tissue immune response on at least a
year time-scale, as well as interpenetration of
neurons and neurofilaments through the open
mesh electronics structures. Third, I will
report electrophysiology data demonstrating
the capability to track and stably record from
Syringe-Injectable Mesh Electronics
the same single neurons and neural circuits for
more than a year. Fourth, I will describe several
‘applications’ of the unique mesh electronics capabilities that provide new insight into
fundamental brain science problems, including aging and vision. Finally, the prospects for future
advances of these nanoelectronic tools for overcoming complex challenges in neuroscience
through the development of precision electronic therapeutics and brain-machine interfaces will
be discussed.

